Figure 9.3  Construction and modification episodes of main Angkorian sites within river catchments between the 9th to 13th centuries
Figure 9.4 Maximum communication zones for each king’s reign based on architectural and historic evidence
Figure 9.5  Distribution of shared communication zones divided into 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12 kings
Figure 9.6a-b  Historic Events. Direction of events during the 10th (a) and 11th (b) centuries.
Figure 9.6c-d  Historic Events. Direction of events during the 12th century (c) Suryavarman I and (d) Jayavarman VII
Figure 9.7 Summary of temporal models of the Angkorian road system
Figure 9.8  Summary of proposed chronology for the Angkorian resthouses
Figure 9.9 Summary of proposed chronology for the Angkorian resthouses and bridges
Figure 10.1 Rice. Major soil types in the study area
Figure 10.2 Rice. Distribution of major soil types within 25 km radius of main Angkorian sites
Figure 10.3  Fish. Location of modern fish occurrences and main Angkorian sites
Figure 10.4  Salt. Location of modern salt sources and closest Angkorian sites
Figure 10.5   Iron. Location of modern iron sources and closest Angkorian sites
Figure 10.6  Copper and Tin. Location of modern copper and tin sources and closest Angkorian sites.
Figure 10.7  Gold and Silver. Location of modern sources and closest Angkorian sites
Figure 10.8 Gemstones. Location of sources and closest Angkorian sites
Figure 10.9  Catchment Rivers and Boundaries. Location of Angkorian sites relative to the catchment
10.10 Passes, Lookouts, Sacred Mountains, River Origins. Location of Angkorian sites situated on Phnom sites, and in proximity to passes through the Dangrek Range and river origins.
Figure 10.11a-b River Source. Kbal Spean in the Kulen Hills north of Angkor, carving of reclined Vishnu (upper) and waterfall downstream from site (lower)
Figure 10.12 Summary of resources along the Angkorian roads
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Figure 10.13  Resources of sites not connected to the Angkorian road system
Figure 11.1  Summary of transport components, age of routes with historic events, and resources for each Angkorian road.